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Abstract

Snacking between meals provides an important contribution to dietary intake of key nutrients. There is a need for snack bars that are nutrient dense, have a low glycemic load and increase feelings of fullness and satiety. Over the last three years a branded “Nothing Else” dates and almonds life saver snack bar, without preservatives or additives, has been developed in partnership with a food manufacturer. In June 2015 the final bar, with eight simple ingredients, was first produced by our industry partner to meet the nutritional criteria for a health claim. Shelf-life, glycemic index, effect on appetite and satiety and market demand within retail outlets at the Auckland University of Technology were measured. More than 3000 bars were sold in five months and shelf-life exceeds four months. Anecdotal feedback is positive and new retail outlets are under consideration. Proof-of-concept and proof-of-principle for the feasibility of development of a food product by a University in partnership with the food industry has been shown. The translation of the diverse research skills and understanding found within a University to the production and successful retail of a food product is one small step towards providing a food environment that is supportive of a healthier diet.

Introduction

As identified in the Foresight report on obesity[1] there is a need for inter-sectorial contributions to the development of healthier food environments and products. For packaged foods two of the myriad actions to do this are one: food labels that allow consumers to make an informed choice and two: reformulation of food products so that they are lower calorie and more nutrient dense.

Packaging of foods as a marketing tool is important[2]. Elements of visual branding[3] and front-of-pack communication about the healthiness of the product[4,5] may combine to improve customers’ dietary choices. However, very little is known about how consumers process the information and make choices, with mixed results in marketing studies[6,7]. Recent suggestions are that when consumers evaluate a single food item in a non-comparative context, objective nutrition cues that offer specific quantitative information lead to higher evaluations and intentions to purchase. Furthermore, evaluative cues, such as front-of-pack labels have a more positive impact on evaluations and purchase intentions of healthier products when evaluating multiple items simultaneously in a comparative context[8]. Taste and cost are the two main elements that drive choice[9]. However, overall liking and brand perception of a healthier food product was improved when consumers were informed about the branding and health related nutrition information compared with the blind state[10].

In addition reformulation and formulation of foods to improve the nutrient density profile determines if health related claims may be made[11], but may also influence purchase[12]. The bottom line is that sales of a product determine commercial success. Snacking between meals provides an important contribution to dietary intake of key nutrients but may also contribute to excess energy consumption[13]. Snack bars are a relatively popular snack but often are high in sugar, fat and energy. Snack bars seek to meet the needs for indulgence but also health and wellness[14]. The majority of sales in New Zealand are through store-based retailing (99%), mainly supermarkets (90%) with a small proportion through vending machines (0.2%)[15]. Sales in 2014 were NZD132 million. Growth in sales has been strongest for energy and nutrition bars.
Therefore, the requirement for a healthier snack bar was combined with “clean” packaging and branding to better inform the consumer about all the ingredients in a product on the front-of-pack label.

The initial development of the “Nothing Else” brand has been reported\(^\text{[15]}\). The Nothing Else food label lists the eight or less easily recognized ingredients on the front of pack within a circular band that has the words NOTHING ELSE™.

The research reported in this article aimed to provide evidence for the proof-of-principle that the Nothing Else bar could be produced by a commercial enterprise; that within a retail University environment repeat purchasing patterns would be sustained and that the bar would have a low glycaemic index and therefore meet the criteria to make a health claim.

**Methods**

This report describes an action research process, where change is introduced and the effects observed and reviewed; then adjustments are made to achieve the overall outcome. The setting was the Auckland University of Technology (AUT) and the commercial partner was AB Foods; a leading local food manufacturer. Two processes were run in parallel - the development of a healthier snack bar and testing for glycemic index (GI), satiety and shelf life. Concurrently, there were regular communications and updates between AB Foods and the University and sales patterns were monitored.

Determination of glycemic index, using a cross-over treatment design, followed the protocol of the international standard ISO26642:2010 Food products- determination of the glycaemic index and recommendation for food classification. Ethics approval was provided by the AUT ethics committee. Fourteen apparently healthy participants were recruited. Exclusion criteria were diabetes, haemophilia or allergy to any of the ingredients in the bar. Signed, informed consent was gained after a full explanation and an opportunity for any questions to be asked.

Participants arrived at the laboratory after an 8-hour overnight fast. Consent was reconfirmed, questions answered and it was ensured that the participants were relaxed and warm. Fasting blood glucose concentration was measured twice, 5 minutes apart using a Hemocue Glucose Analyzer (HemoCue® 201 RT, Sweden). Blood was sampled from a fingerprick with an automatic lancet and drawn into a microcuvette (HemoCue® 201 RT Microcuvette). The two measurements were averaged to provide the baseline fasting blood glucose concentration (at T0).

Immediately after the second fasting blood glucose, either a drink containing 25 grams of carbohydrate or a weighed portion of the bar that contained the equivalent amount (25g of carbohydrate) was consumed. Which treatment was first was randomly assigned. Blood glucose concentrations were measured and recorded at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min after completion of consumption. At T0 and each half hour, visual analogue scales (VAS) questionnaires with a maximum score of 100 mm were determined by measuring the length (mm) from the left end of the scale to the participants mark. The length of the VAS score (mm) at baseline was subtracted from the scores at 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. Incremental VAS scores against time for the bar were compared to the scores for the glucose drink by plotting on the same graph. Cumulated sales were plotted against date so that the rate of selling could be visualised.

**Results and Discussion**

Overall mean fasting glucose for 56 measurements was 4.7± 0.1 (SEM), with no difference between treatments. The mean GI for the bar was 51 ± 6 (SEM), Fig. 1. The maximum blood glucose measured was 11.7 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) for the glucose and 7.9 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) for the bar. Also, there was a trend for the blood glucose at 120 minutes to be lower than the baseline glucose (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Glucose response curves for 25 g of carbohydrate and 14 participants– top: glucose bottom: bar](image-url)
Else bar was more satiating and induced a feeling of fullness while perceptions of hunger and the amount that participants thought that they could eat was reduced (Figure 2). At 120 minutes these differences were maintained and the satiation apparently induced by the Nothing Else bar was higher than baseline. This report has shown that a healthier snack bar with a low GI no additives or preservatives can be produced on commercial premises, induces greater satiety than a glucose drink and has repeat purchases over the period of 4 months.

To the best of our knowledge no other groups have reported, in the literature, this combination of outcomes or a similar process of collaboration. The “success” of the introduction of new food products to the marketplace is not easy to predict and this product has not formally been launched. The marketplace for snacks is affected by many factors including authenticity, familiarity, current trends, packaging and competition[16] and there is a high risk of “failure”. However with increased calls for reduction of intake of added sugar[17], policies in hospitals and public institutions about healthier food environments[18] and rising demand from consumers for healthier options in snack foods[19,20] a case may also be made for development of products to fit a required nutrition profile and to have substantiated health claims that are part of the marketing approach[21].

The lack of preservatives and additives meant that the bar had to be baked longer to remove free water and initially was perceived as dry by some consumers. This also meant that the energy density was increased. However, it appears that repeated consumption was associated with increased liking for the bar. Furthermore, this proof-of-principle was on a very small scale, over a short time, and within a relatively closed environment so may not be generalizable to the larger commercial market. It does, however, show that a bar, initially perceived as less palatable[10] can be sold successfully. With a move to clean labels[22], whole foods and consumer and social demand for a healthier food supply it is important that product development of this type does not rely only on a perception of what the consumer wants or initial responses but that the market is tested in real time.

**Conclusion**

This on-going initiative has provided proof-of-concept and proof-of-principle for the feasibility of development of a food product in partnership with the food industry. The translation of the diverse research skills and understanding found within a University to the production and successful retail of a food product is one small step towards providing a food environment that is supportive of a healthier diet.
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